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					With innovative communication solutions from Gigaset professional, your organisation can unlock its true potential and stay ahead of the competition. Our cutting-edge telephony technology is delivered by a community of dedicated partners that can help you create a complete communications solution rather than a multitude of products. With Gigaset professional, you gain access to an open platform designed for its user-friendliness, flexibility and outstanding performance, while offering seamless compatibility with leading on-premise telephony systems and cloud-based service providers.
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                            Cordless Handsets

                                        DECT telephony with coverage you control. Suitable for any site no matter how large, small or challenging.
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                            Desktop Telephones

                                        Great call quality and reliability. Your employees will benefit the right features to support your business from their desk.
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                            Systems

                                        Enhance your connectivity. With maximum interoperability, additional features and extended range, our systems put you in control.

                                        
                    Find out more
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                            Gigaset AML: Alarm, Messaging and Location

                                        Gigaset Alarm, Messaging and Location (AML) enables companies of any size in the most diverse of industries to improve significantly the workflows in all areas and to increase in the long term the safety of their workforce.
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                            Gigaset & Microsoft Teams

                                        Gigaset offers fixed network telephony and unified communications on one end device. This is made possible by the integration of the single and multi-cell systems N610 IP PRO, N670/N870 IP PRO and N870E IP PRO in Microsoft Teams.
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                            See all Gigaset Professional products at a glance!
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					Gigaset R700H protect PRO				
			

			
				The robust business phone that protects your employees and supports their everyday work			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset R700H protect PRO			
		

        		
			Your employees are what make your company what it is. Protecting them and ensuring that help can be called immediately in an emergency is a top priority.

Individual protection is particularly important for lone workers, who may be exposed to various dangers in their work - whether in warehouse logistics or production, in the care sector or in the guard and security industry. With the robust Gigaset R700H protect PRO handset, your team is perfectly equipped for a wide range of alerting and lone worker scenarios: from the motion sensor for automatic alarm scenarios such as escape, fall and immobility to the red SOS alarm button.

And of course, the scratch-proof and disinfectant-resistant handset also masters everyday communication tasks - thanks to its large colour display, Bluetooth and brilliant sound quality.		
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					Gigaset Fusion				
			

			
				The new all-in-one phone system for modern offices.			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset Fusion			
		

        		
			The Gigaset Fusion in dark titanium is available as part of the FX800W PRO bundle. This professional all-in-one telephone system in a timelessly elegant design is a desk phone, DECT base station and mini telephone system all in one device. All settings and functions can be individually configured via a web-based UI and be set intuitively via the newly developed user interface on the bright touch-and-swipe display. The Gigaset Fusion makes day-to-day work easier and is the ideal solution for small offices, medical practices, law firms, agencies and sophisticated home offices.		
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					Gigaset ION				
			

			
				The USB Flex PhoneSpeaker for flexible use – for when you are in the office, at the home office or out and about.			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset ION			
		

        		
			Efficient internal and external communication is indispensable for the success of a company. In particular, it is the office concepts of today that require flexibility in all relevant communication services. UC (Unified Communications) systems marry for example telephony, video conferencing, emails and Instant Messaging into one application environment. The new Gigaset ION has been developed explicitly for the demands of today’s UC users: It combines the convenience of a DECT handset and the compatibility with existing UC solutions. Being compatible with Microsoft Teams*, Zoom* and many softphones, and integration into UC solutions from SWYX and Unify Circuit, the Gigaset ION supports the world’s leading UC platforms. At the same time it enjoys the benefits of a leading edge DECT handset: HD audio quality, handsfree function, plug & play installation and microphone with noise-cancelling optimisation. Regardless of whether you are in the office, at conferences or at the home office – the new Gigaset ION features mobility without bounds and greatest possible freedom for all employees.

* Compatibility provided by standard USB driver functions		
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					Gigaset R700H PRO				
			

			
				This powerful business phone is ready for any challenge			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset R700H PRO			
		

        		
			This cordless phone can of course also be used in the office: It is comfortable in the hand and its excellent sound quality is a standout feature. The appealing design with non-slip surface, the large colour display and the excellent battery are also plus points for this device.

But the Gigaset R700H PRO unfurls its entire potential in the day-to-day work environment: The phone is water-repellent and dust-proof. Impacts and scratches stand little chance. In conjunction with a Gigaset Multicell system, it provides flexibility and full mobility freedom over the entire company premises.		
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					Gigaset S700H PRO				
			

			
				The all-rounder phone with many functions is a winner in day-to-day work environments			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset S700H PRO			
		

        		
			When things are taking a little longer at work, a resilient phone is called for. The Gigaset S700H PRO can be relied upon at all times: The extra-long standby time, and the sturdy surface on which not even disinfectants stand a chance, are standout features.

Furthermore, the professional DECT mobile device from Gigaset boasts many functions, including audio profiles and superb HD sound quality. It is lightweight and intuitive to use, and directories and contacts are easy to access. Those not wanting to make compromises in communication tasks need look no further.		
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					Gigaset SL800H PRO				
			

			
				A DECT phone that combines slimline design and leading edge technology			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset SL800H PRO			
		

        		
			Anyone expecting from a phone the slimline design of a smartphone and the technology of a professional DECT mobile device need look no further than the Gigaset SL800H PRO. It is the smallest and most lightweight cordless phone in the Gigaset Professional portfolio and features large colour display, superb sound quality and excellent battery.

Anyone attaching importance to greatest level of mobility freedom will also be greatly pleased by this DECT mobile device: It can also be used easily with a headset or as a handsfree phone.		
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					Gigaset Maxwell Basic				
			

			
				Simple and efficient with full HD audio			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset Maxwell Basic			
		

        		
			Maxwell Basic provides all the essential features needed within a professional desktop phone ready for any office environment.

Featuring full HD audio, Maxwell Basic is designed for everyday use without compromising audio quality.		
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					Gigaset Maxwell C				
			

			
				The DECT cordless desktop phone in a Maxwell housing offers great flexibility from the desk			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset Maxwell C			
		

        		
			In an office dominated by DECT cordless phones, the Maxwell C is one of a kind. This is Gigaset’s most advanced professional cordless phone in a Maxwell housing.

The wireless office of today has shed the need for physical network connections. Our computers and office phones are all cordless – and the Gigaset Maxwell C leaves you with supreme flexibility from the desk.

All devices can now be connected to one DECT single or Multicell system from Gigaset. This brings the ideal IP phone solution with extraordinary HD-audio, crystal clear TFT-display delivering an intuitive business companion to the front of the wireless office.		
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					Gigaset GX6 PRO				
			

			
				5G business smartphone - robustness at its best			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset GX6 PRO			
		

        		
			An elegant and robust design combined with ultra-fast 5G

Resilient to military standard MIL-STD-810H + IP68 dust and water protected

Powerful, enduring and removable 5000 mAh battery: Supports super fast charging up to 30W and wireless fast charging at up to 15W

Flat dual camera system with dual LED flash: 50 MP wide-angle with optical image stabilization (OIS) + 2 MP macro

Large 6.6" FHD+ punch-hole display: High refresh rate of up to 120 Hz, brightness increases in sunlight (550 nits) and protection by Corning® Gorilla® glass

Powerful 2.4 GHz octa-core Dimensity 900 5G processor with 8 GB RAM and 128 GB internal storage

Triple slot: Dual SIM (Nano SIM card + eSIM) + memory expansion up to 1 TB

Safer and faster wireless connectivity with Wi-Fi 6, Bluetooth 5.2 and NFC

Zero touch administration and device management

Supports Android Enterprise™

Team Viewer compatibility

Programmable function key: Quick access to specific functions or apps

Biometric unlock: Fingerprint scanner on the power button + face recognition

16 MP front camera for high-resolution video calls and selfies

Easy operation even with wet hands and gloves		
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					Gigaset GX4 PRO				
			

			
				Robust business smartphone for demanding jobs even in rough work environments			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset GX4 PRO			
		

        		
			Water, dust and shock resistant and resilient even to the military standard MIL-STD-810H and IP68 rating

Powerful, enduring and removable 5000 mAh battery: Supports super fast charging up to 30W and wireless fast charging at up to 15W

LED spotlight ring (back) + notification LED (front)

Flat dual camera system with dual LED flash: 48 MP wide angle + 8 MP ultra wide angle

6.1" HD+ V-Notch display with increased brightness in sunlight (550 nits) and Corning® Gorilla® Glass protection

Powerful 2.2 GHz Octa-Core processor MediaTek Helio G99

Zero touch administration and device management

Supports Android Enterprise™

Team Viewer compatibility

16 MP front camera for high-resolution video calls and selfies

Triple slot: Dual SIM (Nano SIM card + eSIM) + memory expansion up to 1 TB

Biometric unlock: Fingerprint scanner on power button + Face recognition		
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					Gigaset N870 IP PRO				
			

			
				The scalable DECT multicell system for any organization			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset N870 IP PRO			
		

        		
			Designed to support all your employees with secure digital and cordless communication.

Absolute ease of deployment from the smallest to largest sites, each Gigaset N870 Multicell supports an entire SMB sized organization. And in case your organization is larger, multicell is easy to deploy with roaming and handover from the conversations. Multicell installations with over hundreds of multicell appliances across larger sites – such as factories, hotels, hospitals or warehouse environments – can deliver a DECT communication network serving thousands of staff.

The N870 Multicell supports both on-premise and cloud-based VoIP communication with the flexibility to adapt quickly to every growing business. With a simple installation process, the N870 Multicell System provides rapid deployment for your professional DECT handsets from Gigaset across your entire site.		
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					Gigaset N870E IP PRO				
			

			
				The flexible extension for Gigaset N870 Multicell solutions in special environments			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset N870E IP PRO			
		

        		
			The Gigaset N870 Multicell system is exactly what you are looking for if you attach importance to secure DECT communication: It adapts perfectly to your needs, and is just as suitable for small businesses as it is for large organisations. Seamless roaming and handover of calls are no problem for this communication network.

We are now able to offer you an extension with the same functionality, that uses the much-proven DECT technology of the Gigaset N870 Multicell. The N870E IP PRO however has two external antennas, that can be adjusted and removed. Antennas from third parties can also be used. This way your Multicell can be aligned and adapted even more flexibly – also in outdoor areas, production buildings and car parks.		
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					Gigaset N670 IP PRO				
			

			
				The upgradable VoIP telephone system designed for the growing demands of your business			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset N670 IP PRO			
		

        		
			Perfect cordless communication within any small and medium sized office with the ability to scale as required.

Designed to serve the 90% of businesses across Europe with less than 20 staff, the N670 offers an elegant VoIP solution for professional cordless communications. Straight out of the box, the N670 is designed to work with the entire Gigaset professional handset range with up to 20 DECT handsets while supporting 8 simultaneous voice calls, using both on-premise or cloud-based IP telephony services. For busier offices or larger sites, an upgrade to multicell by license and additional DECT base stations allow you to increase coverage, handsets and simultaneous calls to flexibly meet the needs of your organisation.		
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					Gigaset N610 IP PRO				
			

			
				The professional IP DECT base single-cell system for mobile communication at small companies			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset N610 IP PRO			
		

        		
			The Gigaset N610 IP PRO gives you convenient cordless telephony for up to 8 simultaneous users. All calls are secured by SRTP and TLS, and internal calls are free. The Gigaset N610 IP PRO single cell is compatible with numerous on-premises and Cloud telephone systems and can be set up easily using auto-provisioning. The N610 IP PRO can be expanded by adding up to 6 Gigaset repeaters to cover an even larger DECT area, ideally positioning you ahead of your company's growth.		
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					Gigaset N210 PRO				
			

			
				The standard DECT base station for up to 6 handsets			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset N210 PRO			
		

        		
			The Gigaset N210 PRO base station for an analogue connection features maximum flexibility for small offices and home offices. It is compatible with all Gigaset Professional handsets. By opting for handsets that are the perfect match for your business, with the Gigaset N210 PRO you are able to put together your own phone system quickly and easily. Even installation is effortless, meaning you can be contacted anywhere in the office in just a few minutes. With a convincingly high range of up to 50 metres indoors and up to 300 metres outdoors, the N210 PRO ensures that no call is lost even over distances.		
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					Gigaset Repeater HX				
			

			
				This repeater makes for truly mobile communication.			




		


        


				
							
											
														

								

	

    
		
			
				Gigaset Repeater HX			
		

        		
			Secure connection with DECT encryption

Amazing voice transmission with HD voice (CAT-iq)

Automatic handover

Supports the new ETSI repeater standard (ETS300700 V2.1.1)		
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                            Gigaset Professional news and insights

                                        Visit our blog and discover the latest news and insights about the Gigaset Professional portfolio and the business customer market.
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                            Gigaset stands for customer satisfaction and is demonstrating that once again

                                        The SIGMA success story shows how the expansion of customer service with the DECT multicell system from Gigaset can be a perfect success.
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                            Wertheim Cologne: tailored communication in the coworking space

                                        A new success story from Cologne demonstrates how flexibly Gigaset’s offering can be used, even in challenging environments.
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